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Minutes of meeting of National Level Committee on Tribal Freedom Fighters Museum

held onllth' 12th& l3thFebruary 2019 at MoTA, Shastri Bhavan under

the

Chairpersonship of Secretary, Ministry of Tribal Affairs for review ofprogress.

A meeting of the National Level Committee (NLC) was held onll.2.2019,12.2.2019
ar;d 13.02.2019with representatives

of the Govemments ofGujarat,

Chhattisgarh, Andhra

Pradesh, Kerala, Jharkhand, Telangana, Madhya Pradesh, Manipur, Mizoram, Odisha to have

an assessment of progress of work for construction of Tribal Freedom Fighters' Museum in

the 10 States concerned, sanctioned in the previous years and besides consideration of new
proposals.

2.List of participants in the meeting is furnished

at Annexure - B.

Proceedings of Meeting dated llthFeb, 2019

3.

Gujarat: The Gujarat Govt.

1.

The State Govt. has seggregated the entire museum project into two packages,

a.
b.

2.

made a presentation and shared the following status:

Package

Package 2 1

Civil Works
Curation Works

The tender for package

I was floated on 9ft January

2019 and I I out of 13 Bidders

selected in technical bid.

3.

Curation works underway. State made an illustration on the curation work of
Andamanese gallery and shared that 15 other galleries are researched

to integrate

curation with various other services and technology that can offer a unique user
experience.

4.

Designs

of

galleries

is

conceptualized and specifications are

in the process of

finalization.

3.1
1.

The Committee observed as under:
The project being of a national character, Design and most importantly the curation
part of museum should gel with the storyline and details to be submitted to MoTA.

2. Civil work and curation work not to be treated as two distinct aspects.
3. There is a need for detailed discussion on the subject maffer of all proposed galleries.
4. More archival research is required.
5. Old photographs or paintings should be collected.
6. A two-day brain storming is required for consultation with experts on storyline,
curation & design.

The team from Gujarat have consented to organizing a seminar in mid March'19 at New

Delhi

to

have discussions with experts on curation aspects of the museum.

4. Chhattisgarh: The State Govt. have not made
as

any presentation but shared current status o

follows,

1-

Land identification & allotment is done by the State.

2-

RFP for architecture & curation studies is underway.

4.1
1.

The Committee observed as under:
The museum is proposed to be named after Shahid Veer Narayan Singh. However,
there are many other freedom fighters in the region whose accouts should also be
taken into consideration.

2.
3.

More detailed historical research on tribal freedom-fighters is necessary.

There is need for brainstorming among various local experts with national level
experts on the subject before floating of RFP.

4.

Curation and construction

of Museum work should go hand in hand and not in

isolation.

5. Landscaping

of the identified site to be planned.

The NLC has reiterated the need for expediting the process so as to give

it a finality.

Progress to be reviewed in the next meeting in June ,2019.

5.

Andhra Pradesh: Govt. of Andhra Pradesh made a presentation on Tribal freedom

fighter Museum and shared the current status as under,

l.

Land is identified and allotted by State government at Lammasingi in Visakhapatnam
district.

2.

The State Government has constituted a Project Monitoring Committee to obtain
approvals.

3.

5.1

The identified location is of historical importance and has a high tourist footfalls.

The observations of NLC was under:

l. I day consultation/brainstorming is required on theme and storyline with experts and
local artists.

2.

Involvement of Forest officers in designing and visualization of natural landscape in
an open air theme is essential.

3.
4.

Local artists need to be involved.
Recreation of mental geography is important.

5.
6.

Various stakeholders are required to be involved in the project.
The concept plan has to be prepared first.

The committee felt that project progress is slow and lagging behind projects sanctioned to

other States. The Prl. Secretary assured to look into the pendencies and hasten the pace

of

activities.

6

Kerala: Govt. of Kerala shared the status of their project as follows,

l.

Location of the museum proposed in the existing KIRTADSs Museum Complex at
Kozhikode.

2.

Renovation of ethnological Museum at KIRTADS

&

renovation and conversion

of

Aadikalakendram to a museum theatre is proposed.

3.

The State shared that for preparation of Storyline and theme an intensive exercise has
been done by

2l

researchers (anthropologist, sociologist, linguists, Social workers) on

different themes and datacollected on intangible culture and myths.

4.

Curation narrative part is completed and vetting is also done. Vetting committee
comprises of 24 tribal experts.

5.

6.1

l.

The State finalized 30 myths after 2nd level curation for narration.

The Committee obserued as under:
The expert member suggested identification of a new location for the museum so as to

appropriately highlight the small population

of tribals in the State. The Astamudi

tourist circuit or Attapady with history of tribal freedom movements could be beter
alternatives.

2. It was suggested to emphasizemore

on concept rather than building of KIRTADS

Museum Complex.

3. A consultation

is also required to improve the Storyline and theme.

Committee felt that project progress is slow since Kerala was among the first batch of States
to have been considered for the project.

7

Jharkhand

The Jharkhand State Govt. have made a presentation and shared the following status:

1. Conservation and adaptive use of existing Birsa Munda Jail at Ranchi.
2. The project has three Major component:

a.

Conservation of Old Birsa Munda Jail

b.

Making of 25ft statue of Bhagwan Birsa Munda& 10ft statues of other freedom
fighters ofJharkhand.

c.
3.

Museum Creation, Light & Sound Show

Work awarded for first two components and for the third component the tender is
scheduled to be floated in the fourth week of February.

4.

Soil collected from all villages of Jharkhand are brought to the site for construction

of

pedestals to install the statues.

5.

7.1

l.

History of Tribal movement to be reflected from 1820 onwards.

The deliberation of committee in respect of Jharkhandwas as under,
The aspect on absence of documentary evidence on death of Birsa Munda which is

still

a mystery and has

to be kept in mind while framing any storyline.

2. A strong storyline with historical perspective is more important.
3. Story line to also include Santhal movement.
Proceedings of Meeting dated l2thFeb, 2019

8.

Telengana

Govt. of Telangana made a presentation on Ramji Gond Tribal Museum, Hyderabad and
shared the following status:

l.

Land identified in the heart of Hyderabad at a very prime location with huge footfall b

with major tourist attractions like BapuGhat Digital Museum, Tapovanam& Golconda
Foft.

2.

Proposal to have a digital wall in the museum narrating different storylines besides a
Sound & Light show as advised by NLC at its previous meeting.

3. The State Govemment is also assimilating as much information as possible on content
part.
8.1 Observations of Committee was as under,

l. Integration of all major components of Museum to be properly ensured.
2. Consultation/brainstorming sessions at Hyderabad on theme and storyline with
I

experts and local artists including Gondi &Koya painting artists that can be a part

of

the museum curation work.

3. A tourist itinerary to be created between the museum of KomaramBhim
Ananthapur district and Ramji Gond in Hyderabad.

in

8.2.

Decision of NLC

1. The NLC has expressed satisfaction with the progress so far by the State in repsct

of

the project and conveyed its in-principle consent for extending MoTA's support for
the purpose to the extent of Rs. 1500.00 lakh. An amount of Rs. 100.00 lakhhas also
been approved for release

in20l9-20 to kick

start the process. Further release of fund

under the project would based on the recommendation and approval of National Level

Committee

for Freedom Fighters' Museum in due course following review of

progress achieved.

9

Madhya Pradesh

Golt. of Madhya Pradesh has shared a following status:

1.

The museum is proposed at Chhindwara where the Tribal Research Institute was
located earlier.

2.

State Govt. shall be collecting information on various freedom fighters from Jabalpur

&

Mandla district and Indira Gandhi Rashtriya Manav Sangrahalaya, Bhopalon

various freedom fi ghters.

9.1

The NLC following deliberations with State representatives has concluded

as

under,

1.

Consultation and brainstorming is required at Bhopal and Chhindwara to work on the
narrative of the proposed Museum.

2.

Softer aspects related to curation to be discussed by State Government with Expert
Member who opined that architectural plan shared with him is very congenial but the
museum design is lacking.

3.
4.

Many prominent tribal movements of M.P can also be included.
The design and architecture should narrate the storyline and technology can substitute
that.

5. Local experts and artists should be engagedfor the curation

10

Manipur

Govt.

of Manipur

and storytelling part.

has made a presentation on Rani Gaidinliu Tribal Freedom Fighter

Museum and shared current project status.

1.

The Museum will be named after the women freedom fighter, Rani Gaidinliu.

2. 23.6 acres of land has been acquired by State Government at Makhel village in
Senapati District around 120 km from capital Imphal.

3.

Estimated outlay of the project is Rs. 51.38 Crore.
a

4.

Historical write-up/information on Tribal freedom fighters and tribal revolts against

the British rule in Manipur submitted to the Ministry by Manipur has since been
vetted by Indian Council of Historical Research (ICHR), New Delhi

5.

will be a Resource Centre for providing information on tribal
culture and tradition, to which every newcomer to Manipur and the resident
population will flock to and see the struggles and contribution made by Rani
Proposed Museum

Gaidinliu and other tribal freedom-fighters.

10.1
7.

The Committee has obsered as under,
Museum site development and construction with curation work can be phased out
asthree different phases linked

with development activities. A plan to be worked out

accordingly.

2. First Phaseto emphasize on Museum and other components to be developed

in

subsequent phases.

3. Reconciliation of tribal history is needed to be done.
4. Content & theme to be developed in a presentation form.
5. Consultation can also be planned to work on theme and storyline.
10.2

Decision of NLC

The NLC has conveyed its in-principle consent for extending MoTA's support for the

purpose to the extent of Rs. 1500.00 lakh. An amount of Rs. 100.00 lakh has also been
approved for release in 2019-20 to kick start the process. Funher release of fund under the

project would based on the recommendation and approval of National Level Committee in
due course following review

of

progress achieved.
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11

Mizoram

Govt. of Mizoram made a presentation on proposed Tribal Freedom Fighter Museum near
Aizawl and shared the following status:

1.

The museum is proposed to be located at Mualngo, Kelsih area clsoe to site of
construction of Tribal Resercah Institute.

2.

Proposed museum

will be named after Ropuiliani who was a personality of

exceptional abilities, whose immense love for her people and her defying spirit to

fight against the British repression was legendary.

3.

Main feature of the museum- Decoration, amenities, exhibition items to be blended

with modern technologies and craftsmanship, staff complex, family quarters, floor
area

of 6500 sqm with an internal approach road ,water storage (RCC) capacity of 2

lakhs

of litres which will be rain

harvested structure and calibrated with

all

the

buildings.

11.1

The Committee observed as under:

1.

Need to work on storyline and details

2.

Consultation can be organized with experts and local artists to develop the storyline

ll.2
1.

of other freedom

fighters to be identified.

Decision of NLC
The storyline and theme of the Museum need to be further improved in consultation

with expert members.

2.

The representatives of Mizoram have sought the assistance of NLC in identification

of

experts from the State and outside who can contribute towards development of theme
and curation aspects of the musuem.

12

Odisha

Govt. of Odisha apprised the status as below,

1.

The location of museum is not yet finalized.

2.

Odisha is contemplating to build regional museums at 9 different tribal dominated
districts fully funded by the State govemment, hence the freedom fighter museum to
supported by MoTA could be set up at any one of the identified locations.

3.

Proposed museum could be set up over an area of 2 acres having super built up area

of about 65000 sft and will house specific segments like Map room, Expression of
freedom, Walk through time

l2.l
1.

The Committee felt as under,
As the plan is still in initial stages depending upon progress achieved, consultations
can be organized to concretize the plan.

2. Storyline need to be developed.
3. More tribal freedom fighters need to be identified

across the State.

12.2 The external expert in the National Level Committee for Setting

up Tribal Freedom
FighterMuseums has expressed his considered views during the meetings on all 3 days in
respect ofl0 States concemed, that is outlined in a consolidated manner at Annexure l.
{.r1.!t:t**

Annexure A

Observations of Dr. K.K. Chakravarty, External Expert in the National Level
Committee for setting up Tribal Freedom Fighter Museums, during the meetings held
on 1lth to 13th February with concerned States
Following general suggestions concerning tribal museums being developed:

1.

Even though it is necessary to select one particular location for a museum in the state,
the museum has to be networked with a series of sites, terrains and surviving structures, along
the track traversed by the tribal freedom fighters. Memorial plaques should be put up at these
places. This should form part of freedom tour trails, buttressed by basic conservation, using

local artists and pristine material, illustrated literature and memorials, indicative of the
highlights on the trail.

2.

The freedom trails are connected with both monumental and non-monumental
features like painted and engraved rock shelters, sacred groves, temples, shrines, forts, nonmonumental feafures like sacred groves, hero stones , living megaliths, lakes as well as with
intangible elements like heroic sagas and narratives, set to music, held in custody by local
communities , bearing witness to freedom trail history and archaeology , and These would
require documentation as well as revitalization

3.

The tribal freedom struggles were not city centric but located in forests, hills and
dales, bluffs and spurs. Any museum presentation has to evoke the nature of this landscape,
fraught with enormous logistic difficulties and dangers from the elements and wild life. An
audio-visual evocation of this landscape should backup the mindscape of the freedom
struggles.

4.

Currently, the architecture and virtual reality presentations are being planned
irrespective of the nature of the physical or mental geography that provided a backdrop to
such struggles , more or less as abstract modules, on the drawing board. The material being
used for the architecture would also appear to be confined to glass, cement, concrete, steel
and other new material. The architecture should be broadly respectful of the architecture of
nature, which has served as the backdrop for the struggles. The material could also be brick
and stone and new, light, thermally efficient but durable material of the architect's choice, but

locally available, which could be reasonably considered as congenial to tribal imagination,
tradition and history. Even if the site is flat it could lend itself to shaping to include the
regular, multi-level topography, including hills, woods and aquatic features.

5.

The display narrative may not be planned as a static, once for all presentation. It
should be multi-layered, which can be unfolded on a digital table or wall, and changed with
new reseurch The input should be generated on a participative platform, with the partnership
of tribal story tellers, song makers, artists and theatre persons, working together with
professional choreographers and impresarios , informed and empathetic about the theme, best
if locally available and of eminence, on the actual scene of action. The display may not be
handled as a conventional contract without a prior specification of the obligation for
authenticity. The language and script, where accessible, should be that used by freedom
fighters , with translations in other languages, including Hindi and English.

erL-'

6.

Even though the museums may be located in a particular place or named after a
prominent individual leader, the museum must take care to be inclusive of tribal freedom
struggles in different regions, participation of women and children and be based on field and
archival research, since, in many cases the tribal freedom fighters worked hand in hand with
local chieftains, soldiers and citizens .The broad and encompassing character of the
movement should be respected.

7. In several cases the tribal freedom fighters are drawn into the freedom struggle after
the visit of a prominent national leader and as part of a national movement like the 1857
freedom struggle , civil disobedience, salt satyagraha. The tribal role should be seen also as
re inforcive of the national movement for freedom and not merely confined to insular issues
conceming a particular locality.

8. While the tribal struggle against colonial domination by the British will
emphasis, attention and respect may be given

to the pre-colonial struggles for

receive

asserting

freedom of tribals in collective ownership of land, waters and forests, customary laws,
environmental taboos and prescriptions, ceremonials and rituals, self-governance and dispute
resolution approaches, human and natural resource management strategies, connecting tribals
with their habitat.

9.

The genesis of the tribal struggles must be shown for freedom from integration into
a colonial economy, involving an unequal transfer of land and natural resources , with an
emphasis on the history of oppression, involving rack renting, exploitative terms of trade,
usury, forced labor, corvee, deprivation of lands and rights to forest produce, reckless
exploitation of resources for capital formation, substitution of commodity diversity for seed
diversity. The British taxation and settlement policies and expansion of colonial capitalism
with the support of parasitic landowners, money lenders ,liquor , flesh and poppy
contractors, speculators and agents will figure in the story. The very disruption of the natureculture symbiosis, the homogenization, technification and biocultural reductionism,
inaugurated by the British, in collusion with oppressive middlemen, will be shown with
historical detail'.
10.

It is most important to stress that the tribal freedom fighters'

museums must not be
for tribal history or habitat. The impression may not gain ground that
tribals are being consigned to museum selves or to the dung heap of history. The tribal
museums must be networked with tribal freedom trails and ecology wisdom traditions,
seen as substitutes

encompassing archaeological, paleontological, historical, tangible and intangible elements of
heritage. The museums will be successful as tourism ventures only when they are linked with
heritage freedom trails across forests and hills, demanding elements of adventures, rituals and
ceremonial tourism, evocative of millennial elements and the tremendous hardships faced ss
in the freedom struggle. The museums should be seen as extension counters of trails in
which ex situ display will supplement in situ revitalization; collection of objects will
substantiate srecollection of ideas; and instead of communities in cities visiting the museums,
the museums should be seen as visiting the communities. The museums should serye as
regeneration , validation and celebration of life enhancing knowledge systems and traditions
of tribal people, which continue to be relevant to sustainable development.

l.

Hence, the funding should not only be oriented to construction but also to content
development and field trails. In the case of the National Museum in Gujarat, in view of the
tremendous responsibility to the entire nation, this component could be a minimm of 20Yo,
I

whereas in other state museums,this could be a minimum

of l0% if not more.

Further, the specific observations made by Dr. Chakravarty in respect of each of the l0
States that took part in the deliberations over 3 days is narrated here in below,
Dav One

(llth Februarv.2019)

1. Gujarat: The Gujarat museum being the national museum of the tribal freedom
struggle should have a differentially integrated storyline in which the regional ethos of the
struggle specific to the variations in the history of oppression and exploitation should receive
prominence. Hence, the backdrop of the stories being situated in different physical and
mental cartographies, those need to be highlighted. Therefore, the architecture should vary
and modulate its profile, within constraints of the site and Architecture to be replication of
original landscape, visual aesthetics and acoustic according to the architecture of nature in
different parts of the country, which served as theatre for the freedom struggles. A cross
fertilization of stories, themes and presentations will be necessary to ensure respect for
regional sentiments and the overarching umbrella theme of anti-colonial struggle. An
exchange of notes and crosspollination of ideas is necessary.

2.Andhra Pradesh: Apart from the attention already being paid to AllurySitaraman
Raju, there should be research on the role played by other tribal leaders, especially, women.
Apart from looking at the role of the Doras and RamapaKrantidal, there is a need to look at
the surge of discontent in the forested areas of Andhra Pradesh, Telangana and South Bastar,
before their separation. It might be useful to trace the notes of Haimendorf, as Revenue

Minister in Andhra Pradesh before independence. The forest areas of

Dhanarareserve,YellanduPaloncha region would figure in recalling the struggle in undivided
Andhra Pradesh. The storyline of Megaliths (Tribal Archeology) available in the area need to
be highlighted.

3.Chhattisgarh: Apart from celebrating Shahid Veemarayan Singh, the State may like
to celebrate GundaDhur in the 1910 BhumKal and earlier struggles of BhopalPatnam,
Poralkot, Tarapur, PariyaandHalwa, Koi, Muriya revolts through the late 18th and 19th
centuries.As suggested above the concept plan can include entire tribal freedom fighter
movements in the region. Special attention needs to be paid to disruption of life rhyhm,
punctuated by different festive pandums based on sustainable harvesting of nature. Research
is required on the role of tribal leaders in the rest of Chhattisgarh, specially, Surguja. For
example, we may not forget Ramadhin Gond's jungle satyagraha, in Durg district, who was
killed in police firing at Bhadratola near Dongargarh ,or,of Vishnu Singh Gond and Ganjan
Singh Korku for their sacrifice, celebrated in the local poetry. The Pandwani, Dewar,
Bharthari traditions for historical, satirical, devotional presentations , the art in terracotta,
wrought iron ,mud and straw ,body art, and a whole host of histrionic and stage setting skills,
could well be harnessed , with due care for finish in presentation and limitation of space. An
open air display could supplement a closed door exhibition. The proposed location need to
be developed as an prominent tourist destination.

4.Kerala: As regards the setting up of tribal memorial at Kozhikode and curatorial
narratives on the freedom struggle at KIRTADS, the state Government representatives are
requested to consider the possibility of a siting the museum in a landscape close to the scene
of tribal culture and history in Attappaddy, Wayanad, Idukki or a tourist destination like
Ashtamudilake . While the state Government was the best judge in this matter it might be
useful to dovetail the museum architecture and display with a hilly and wooded landscape.
An appropriate display would be difficult to mount in the built or open space available with
the KIRTADS, which was itself short of space for its own activities and exhibitions. A more
dynamic display irequired backed up by field research, which iss being done by the
KIRTADS.
S.Jharkhand: While Birsa Munda remains a national icon and use of the jail where he
is supposed to have died is appropriate, we have to recall that the revolts in Chota Nagpur of
Tamars, Kols, Sardari, moolkiladai, Birsaites were rebellions of the Munda folk against the
unholy alliance of the British with the landlords. The substitution of land as a marketable
commodity for the mankimundakhutkatti system of clan controlled land has to be
highlighted. The sacrifice of earlier leaders like Tilkamanjhi, Sidhu and Kanhu, Chand and
Bhairab and Santhal Parganas has to receive adequate importance. Both the Munda Raj and
SanthaliHul movement has to be given attention. Theatavistic as well as apocalyptic character
of the movement has to be visualized. For this the museum has to be linked with a freedom
trail in areas like Singbhum and Dobari hills as well as in Singbonga and JaherBuri Than
sites.

Day Two (l2th Februarv.2019)

6.Madhya Pradesh: In a meeting at Bhopal, suggestions have already been given by the
expert advisor theto the team of museum designers, TR[ officials and the Secretary. Madhya
Pradesh is a well researched area for Tribal freedom struggles. Hence, it should be possible to
not only highlight the role of Bhima Nayak and associates in Nimar, the Shah Gond kings of
Garhmandala but also the assaults of Tantiya Bhil, Dasrath Bhil, Hiriya and Kajar Singh Bhil
in the early lgth century, upto 1857. It is also important to show the collaboration of Tantia
Tope with the Bhils in Nimar and Appa Saheb Bhonsle with Gond and Korku rebels in
Mahadev hills. The cave shelter in the deep recesses of Panchmarhi, where Appa Saheb used
to receive the tribal leaders would be an important destination in the freedom trail. Similarly,
the communication from the Mughal Badshah to the Gond king Shankar Shah in Mandla
inviting Hindus in the name of Shaligram, Gangaji and Tulsi and Muslims in the name of
Khuda and Quran to throw off slavery of the British would be a significant document. A
search should be initiated for such important historical incidents and documents in all states.

T.Manipur: In response to the presentation on Manipur, Dr. Chakravarty expressed his
appreciation about th brief sunmary of the important events and actors in the tribal freedom
movement. He felt that the Manipuri literature like Lamit Long for ancient place names,
CheitharolKumbhalta, royal chronicles, Moirang Thang Jing, royal palace manuscripts, gave
unique access to Manipur's history. Apart from pointing out that it would be useful to consult
such manuscripts, as well as the manuscript collection of the Mutua museum, he asked
Manipur to consider whether Makhel cave which was associated with Naga origin myths,
could be considered an area for operation for Gaidinliu. Of course, it was up to the state
Govemment to use the gifted land at Makhel to best effect for freedom museum and trail. He

(

also pointed out that the role of Raja Tikendrajeet Singh, collaborating

with General Thangal
could not possibly be ignored because both of them made the supreme sacrifice of their life.
Places like Imphalbazar, where the hanging took place or Kangla, where all tribal chiefs used
to meet in MeraHachongba could provide significant stations in the freedom trail. He stressed
the need for drawing on the rich traditions in visual, performing and literary arts in Manipur
for presenting the exhibition. Among these could be mentioned the martial arts of Thangta,
creation myths like Laiharaoba , the satire of Sumang Leela, the revivalist nature worship of
Sanamahi, features like the Loktak lake houses and Umang Lai shrines. The location of the
museum, destinations in the freedom trail, the natural features and the historical events of the
freedom struggle should be integrated in an open air display to provide a glimpse of the rich
mental and physical landscape that provided a stage for the freedom fighters.

8.Telangana: Reacting to the excellent presentation on the tribal freedom movement in
Telengana and the idea of providing a national perspective for the exhibition, Dr.
Chakravarty stressed the need to enlarge the Jal Jungle Zarneen theme to lay out and link a
freedom trail traversed by the JathraSanghams, the struggle against Bhagela or bonded labor,
revolt of the Adilabad Girijans against collusive partnership of the British and the Nizam. He
wondered whether one could go back in time and recall the role of the Kakatiya Queen Rani
Rudramma and her tribal associates.
Dav Three (13th Februarv.2019

9.Mizoram: While appreciating the historical documentation provided on the
Mizo raids from the Lushai hills and the role of the prominent leaders including
chief Ropuiliani and Khungchera, and the bibliography provided, Dr. Chakravarty
emphasized the need to translate the research into visual displays across the hill slopes
through a split level, slope hugging architecture rather than a single dominant structure on
one level. The architectural forms evolved by Mizo Tribal people could well be simulated in
the landscape architecture. The great traditions of Mizo embroidery in making trousseau
baskets (Zawlpuan) as tokens of affection, or as examples of steadfast courage (towlohpuan),
the variety of geometric designs made using fly, shuttle and loin looms, the decorative work
done using bamboo and coiled cane planters, the jewelry and musical instruments, the
Zawlbuk youth dormitories that provided a nursery for warlike heroes , the Amazon women
warrior figures on Vangcchia on Mizoram Myanmar border could be harnessed in creative
successive

combinations to reinforce use of modern technology in making the museum.

10.Odisha:Dr. Chakravarty said that he was, aware of the considerable work already
done by Odisha in encompassing the state through tribal freedom fighter museums, by
planning to lay out a virtual and an actual physical trail. He was sure that the state had a clear
plan about the convergence of these trails in a central museum. He mentioned illustratively
the stand taken by tribals against Ghana at Russelkunda Jail in Ghumsar, in North-west
Ganjam. He discussed the need to stress the role of individual Kolahas, Gonds , Santhals,
Birjhals, Khonds, who joined Surendra Sai in the first war of independence. He also drew
attention to contribution of South Odisha hill tribes in Koraput, who joined the Quit India
movement. He wondered if it was possible to show the role of Kudmis, who were listed and
delisted as a tribe and were part of the Garhjat movement, asking for end of colonial rule. He
also mentioned heroic tribal women like Bangara Devi of Malkangiri, Khara Parvati of
Koraput, Shanti Devi of Kajenderi who undertook guerilla war against the British. In view of
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the great tradition of Oriya literattre and devotion, he pointed out the possibility of recalling
the l5e century poet, BalaramDasa at Puri in celebration of the role of the depressed and
disadvantaged in his Jagamohan Ramayana. Similarly, he also suggested a look at Adibhoomi
by Pratibha Roy, which talked about the primal land of Bonda highlanders. It was his feeling
that the prolific contibutions of Odisha to Lila, Suanga, Tamasa" Pala, Yatr4 Jhooti, Tattoo,
Oshakothi murals could be used with great advantage for a depiction of the mindscape and
landscape of the tribal freedom fighters.
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Annexure B

List of National Level Committee Members present:
1

2
J

4
5

6

Sh. Deepak Khandekar, Secretary, Ministry of Tribal

Affairs(MoTA)

DrKalyan Kumar Chakravarty, Expert Member
Dr. Naval JitKapoor Joint Secretary (TRI), MoTA
Dr. A. Anil Kumar, Director (TRD, MoTA
Sh. Vinit Kumar, JointDirector(Stat.), MoTA
Sh. Nadeem Ahmad, Under Secretary (TRI), MoTA

Representatives of States

:

1.

Sh. R.P. Sisodia, Prl. Secretary, Tribal Welfare, Govt of Andhra Pradesh

2.

Sh. Gandham Chandradu, Director TR[, Govt of Andhra Pradesh

J.

Ms. HimaniPande, Prl. Secretary, ST,SC, Minorities

&

Backward Class Welfare

Department, Govt of Jharkhand
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10

11.

t2.
13.

14.
15.
16.

17.
18.

19.

20.
21.
22

Sh. Brajesh Kumar Das, ST, SC, Minorities & Backward Class Welfare Department,
Govt of Jharkhand
Sh. Chandra Kumar Singh, Joint Secretary, Welfare, Govt of Jharkhand .
Sh. Ranendra Kumar, Director, TRI,Govt of Jharkhand
Sh. ChintuDorai Baru, Dy Director, TRI, Govt of Jharkhand
Sh. P.K. Singh, JUIDCO, Govt of Jharkhand
Ms. Christina Chongthe, Commissioner, Tribal Welfare, Govt of Telangana
Sh. U. Sarveswar Reddy, Additional Director Tribal Welfare cum Director TRI, Govt of
Telangana
Sh. P. Kalyan Reddy, Joint Director, TR[, Govt of Telangana
Sh. N.Shankar Rao, CE, , Tribal Welfare, Govt of Telangana
Sh. LetkhoginHaokip, Addl. Chief Secretary, Tribal Affair& Hills, Gort of Manipur
Sh. Joseph Pauline Kamson, Director, Tribal Affairs & Hills, Govt of Manipur
Sh. S. Bimolchand Sharma, Dy Director, Tribal Affairs & Hills, Govt of Manipur
Sh. M. Pheijao, Dy. Director, Tribal Affairs & Hills, Govt of Manipur
Sh. P Swaroop, TDD, Govt of Gujarat
Commissioner, Tribal Welfare, Govt. of Gujarat
Sh. J K Gadhvi, CEO, D-SAG, Govt of Gujarat
Sh. Alex Paul Menon, Commisioner, Tribal Development, Govt of Chhattisgarh
Ms. Dipali Rastogi, Prl. Secretary, Tribal Area Development & Planning, Golt of
Madhya Pradesh
Sh. Rakesh Singh, Director, Tribal Area Development & Planning Govt of Madhya
Pradesh

23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28

Dr. S.S. Bhandari, Tribal Area Development & Planning Govt of Madhya Pradesh
Ms. K. Vanlalrawni, Secretary, Social Welfare Department. Gol't of Mizoram
Ms. Laldikkimi, Director, Social Welfare Department., Govt of Mizoram
Ms. Lalduhawni, OSD, Social Welfare Department, Govt of Mizoram
Mr. Jerry HmingThansaffa, Dist. Coordinator, Social Welfare Department, Govt of
Mizoram
Prof. (Dr.) A. B. Ota, Director &Spl. Secretary, TRI, Govt of Odisha

